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Low performance due to data movement:
- Copies
- Syscalls
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Avoids the additional data movement imposed by the kernel stack.
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I can use tools like `netstat/ss` to check all open sockets!
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**Debugging**

“Which application is listening on port 80?”

---

**Problem: Lack of kernel interposition**
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Virtual Machine
Existing Alternatives

Google Snap [SOSP ’19]

- Reintroduces data movement overheads

Microsoft AccelNet [NSDI ’18]

- Control lies with the hypervisor/no introspection into applications
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Control plane operations.
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**Norman OS**

- Uses an FPGA SmartNIC to implement the dataplane.
- Responsible for all the interposition logic: filters, queuing disciplines, packet sniffing, etc.
- Runs dataplane logic that does not require interposition.
- Based on Linux. Responsible for all control plane operations.

**Dataplane**

- KOPI
- Filter rule

**Kernel (Control Plane)**

- iptables
- tc

**Library**

- connect
- write

**CPU**

- App
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① Can Norman design scale to support enough connections?

② How to make an FPGA reconfigurable enough for our purposes?
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The **KOPI architecture** gives a path to restore interposition without reintroducing overheads